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THIS RECIPE IS FOR THE NEW 
MOD, THE LAST BATCH NUMBER 
OF THE OLD MOD IS 176155. FOR 

OLDER BATCH NUMBERS PLEASE 
DOWNLOAD THE RECIPE FOR THE 

OLD MOD.

THE TECHNICAL REPORT FOR 
THE RECIPE IS 

COMING SOON.



DESCRIPTION WAX
Candle Shack’s CS1 Container Wax is blended from 
mineral and rapeseed oil. It is optimised for scent 
throw and maintains excellent hot and cold throw 
while using less fragrance. This vegan-friendly 
container wax also has a beautiful white texture 
and unmatched stability, making it popular with our 
luxury clients.

VESSEL
Our Lotti 20cl glass is manufactured in Italy and 
meets the highest standards of clarity and tolerance.
Height: 84mm
Diameter: 70.5mm
Internal height: 66mm

WICK
The Wedo LX12 wick is one of Wedo’s simplest, yet 
most popular wicks. Suitable for paraffin container 
candles, votives and pillar candles, the LX12 wick is 
pure cotton with no core. We typically use LX or TG 
wicks in paraffin wax blends, where the oil is very 
clean burning. The LX12 series is less suited to heav-
ily scented candles, or candles that use challenging 
fragrances, as it can suffer from clubbing. 

USAGE RECOMMENDATIONS
- We recommend heating CS1 to 75°C to melt.
- Add fragrance at 70°C and stir for 60 seconds.
- The mixture is ready to pour at 65°C into warmed  
   glasses.
- If the top is uneven once set, you can flash the  
   surface with a heat gun, or do a top up pour to get a  
   clean finish.
- Leave the candle to cure for 2+ days for best 
    results.

DISCLAIMER
Each report shows test results for a set of candles 
made by Candle Shack’s R&D team for that particu-
lar recipe. The test reports are not a guarantee that 
all candles made to the recipe will burn in exactly the 
same way. Variables such as ambient temperature, 
air flow, or the manufacturing process can affect 
the burning profile of a candle, so it is recommend-
ed that candle makers conduct their own testing to 
ensure that they are satisfied with the performance 
of their product.

1x 20cl glass jar

153.45g Candle Shack Container Wax CS1 

1x LX12 Wick

1x 15mm Adhesive Wick Pad

INGREDIENTS FOR EACH CANDLE

1x WickClaw Tool for 20cl Glass

11.55g of Thai Lime and Mango Fragrance Oil

https://candle-shack.com/products/20cl-glass-clear?_pos=1&_sid=67824f510&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/candle-shack-cs1-container-wax?_pos=1&_sid=55a85d4a6&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/lx12-wick?_pos=1&_sid=ce003ec4c&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/15mm-adhesive-wick-pads?_pos=1&_sid=42ed41476&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/wickclaw-tool-for-20cl-glass?_pos=5&_sid=9b783f0d2&_ss=r
https://candle-shack.com/products/thai-lime-mango?_pos=1&_sid=8bbc9d43d&_ss=r

